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Young Adults, Adventure, & the Supernatural 

Life is adventure. Without adventure, humans would be sedentary beings without real 

purpose. An adventure begins with an idea and ideas begin through imagination. Stories of 

adventure in YA literature are often filled with trials and tribulation that feed the imagination of 

the young adult reader. This allows readers to grow through new experiences seen in the 

respective story. Adventures in real life and text alike allow the mind to wander, stretch its legs, 

and have some fun with the world around us. 

Adventurers such as Frodo from Lord of the Rings and Goku in Dragonball are the 

inspiration for thousands around the world because of the courage and strength they show. 

Personally, Goku shapes the type of man I am today. For those who don’t know Goku, he is the 

embodiment of purity, strength, and loyalty. Although both are completely fictional, characters 

like this help instill confidence in today’s youth through tales of quests, epic battles, and much 

more. 

Young adult literature loves playing in the supernatural, often employing mythical 

creatures or embellished powers to enhance an already eccentric storyline. Harry Potter & the 

Prisoner of Azkaban allows millions of kids to believe magic is real because of the way they 

craftily blend the fiction of magic to the harsh realities of child Harry and his friends. Goku’s 

powers allow kids to believe they can fly one day (I still haven’t completely ruled out the 

possibility). The point is that if nothing else, stories such as these help a young adult learn to 

identify what exists within the realm of reality, and what is purely fictional. 



Life is about the adventures we take and who we take them with. Books like these help 

us realize the importance of adventure from a young age, which is why adventure stories in YA 

literature are crucial to the development of an outgoing and well-rounded individual. YA 

literature is also the perfect genre to implement stories of grandeur and adventure because it is 

the age most young adults begin to go off and have adventures of their own.  
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